
London 2012 Spectator & Medal Area
This describes the process that London 2012 went through to generate the Medal 
presentation area, hopefully the “journey” that London went on will never be repeated as a 
combined venue with spectator facilities will become the nom from 2016 onwards.

2005 London becomes the nominated host city for the 2012 Olympic Games. The Bid 
Book does not mention anything about medal course areas, or ticketed spectators as 
these were not part of the sailing format just post 2004 Athens Games.

2008 China uses a medal course for the first time, alongside a large harbor wall, but still 
quite a long way from any viewing area. Qingdao had non official tickets to gain access to 
the breakwater and the IOC do not count the spectators in the official ticket sales.

2009 London is under pressure to deliver a ticketed site and a medal course, with from a 
budget viewpoint none of these being in the original budget as they were not contained 
within the bid book. Sailing has many allies within the Olympic movement and the IOC  
and a sailing team that is determined to solve these issues.
Nov 2010 ISAF Conference in Athens, the LOCOG sailing Manager describes how the 
ticket area will work and this is greeted by much excitement from the sailing community, as 
well as some skepticism as to how many people will pay to watch sailing? At the same 
time there is an internal debate going on in London as to how big a risk developing the 
spectator site will be due to no sailing event (Americas Cup included) having ever charged 
for an experience outside the corporate world.

2011 The sailing ticket is launched with the other tickets and sailing will have for the first 
time a ticket alongside all other Olympic sports. London 2012 decide that the lowest 
financial risk is to sub contract for a fixed price the building and running of the spectator 
area. After a lengthy tendering process SL Events who in the process had been bought by 
ICON become the preferred company with the team lead by Paul Vernon and Giles 
Stamford.
This was the only venue that had an official ticket, but was not a LOCOG venue to control 
costs. It had implications that IOC accreditation would nit get you onto the venue, there 
were different levels of security (private contract), no official press access and different 
catering contracts to all other LOCOG venues. The venue could not use the Olympic rings, 
but still had to feel like a proper venue as people had LOCOG tickets.
The challenge was to create the same or better experience to a standard venue, while 
working with a completely different set of rules as it was not a LOCOG run venue.

The spectator venue used the same colour palate and font as other venues. The boats 
that were displayed on venue used the same branding as the boats on the water, the 
boundary marks just off the spectator venue in the medal course area carried full Olympic 
branding as they were on the Field of Play. Key staff had permeant accreditation to the 
spectator venue, treated as spectator venue workers.
We had a LOCOG retail shop on site as this contract had been sold onto a third party and 
they were keen to be on site, local food companies were used once Macdonalds had 
declined the option of being on site. Other key partners chose to be on site and these were 
integrated into the offering.

At one point we wanted to present the medals here in front of the spectators, however the 
differing levels of security and the fact that we would need to build another anti doping 
station on site finally stopped us from being on the spectator venue. We then switched our 



attention to building a platform just off the venue in the Field of Play, where security 
measures were at the same level as the official sailing venue. This finally came to an end 
as time and risk became too high from a LOCOG delivery viewpoint (all OCOGs are very 
low risk organizations and the UK government were at this stage involved as the Sailing 
medal ceremony and spectator venue had been flagged as higher risk due to it “not being 
normal” e.g. run by LOCOG).

Now faced with a medal ceremony on the sailing venue as opposed to the spectator 
venue, the sailing team worked very closely with the ceremonies team, Look team and 
venue build team to devise the best option. Frequently we faced push back, but were 
determined to provide the best option that could be shown via TV to the spectators on The 
Nothe (spectator venue) and used the following ideas:

Simple stands in a confined area to always make the presentation have atmosphere
We managed to get our own Olympic Flame and this was part of the ceremony area on a 
plinth of Portland stone
Look provided a set of Olympic rings in the background set in the water
We worked with local suppliers who provided product and services at a fraction of the 
global suppliers, this allowed us to do more than the budget should normally done at any 
other venue.
We provided transport for friend and families of medalists to bring them in from the 
spectator site, carrying out security checks and escorting them while they were on site.
We worked with all the teams to maximize the ceremony capacity so that it was filled at the 
very last minute with LOCOG volunteers who were on a standby system.
The on venue teams from ceremonies, look, brand, venue and security all bought into the 
concept and delivered a great product - the weather helped.

For the future all sailing venues will incorporate spectators and medal areas and this 
document simply states the facts so that future bidding cities understand why we did 
certain things and the reasoning behind it.


